In view of the situation that current chaotic time series prediction model still exists the problem of low accuracy, this paper proposes a synchronous parameter optimization strategy of chaotic time series model based on improved genetic algorithm. It firstly takes the random direction method to construct the initial population of genetic algorithm to speed up the convergence, and then prescribes a limit to the objective function with improved punishment function. Then it optimizes the crossover, mutation and duplication operators of the genetic operator to avoid the premature convergence. Moreover, it adopts the complex method to optimize the local optimization ability of the standard genetic algorithm on the basis of improved fitness function. Finally, this paper applies the improved algorithm into the synchronous parameters optimization of chaotic time series prediction model. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has higher accuracy and efficiency in parameter optimization.
Introduction
Chaotic prediction, especially chaotic time series prediction is of great importance in chaos theory study [1] . Time series refer to a variable or index in the natural science and social science. It is a set of numerical value ordered according to the appearance time and same time interval [2] . Chaotic time series is a kind of time series with chaotic characteristics, and chaotic time series prediction uses past and present observation data, establishing sequence model by some method to speculate the future of sequence. This is an important branch of statistics developed in recent decades [3] . At present, the prediction of chaotic time series has a wide application in target tracking, run-off prediction, weather forecast, nonlinear market analysis, communication signal recognition etc. [4] .
In recent years, people pay more and more attention to the nonlinear system especially the time sequence under the chaotic background. Since Packard et.al proposed two methods of reconstructing phase space from chaotic time series: derivative reconstruction and coordinate delay reconstruction, the theory and methods of chaotic time series analysis have been further studied [5] . Broomhead and King put forward a method of singular value decomposition (SVD), also called as principal component analysis (PCA) that used derivative of time series to reconstruct the phase space [6] . Packard took the delay-coordinate of a variable in original system to reconstruct prediction model network of phase construction [7] . Takens justified if the embedded dimension and delay time is appropriate with mathematical methods, the reconstructed phase space is in diffeomorphism with original kinetic system, which provided technological foundation for the phase space reconstruction [8] . Hense A firstly introduced chaos theory into hydrology study, deducing the existence of singular attractor according to the relevant dimension value of rainfall time series [9] . Sangoyomi used chaotic method to predict the water volume of Great Salt Lake, superior to traditional prediction methods, triggering people's interest on hydrology chaotic prediction [10] . Ding Jing studied the property of flood with chaotic methods and concluded out a series of hydrology research method [11] . Chen Ping discovered singular attractor in the macroscopic tendency factor, followed by abundant studies in exchange rate, stock index and inflation [12] . Mori and Urano applied chaos theory into the prediction of load series, judged the chaos characteristic with Lyapunoy index, and predicted the series after phase space reconstruction with multilayer perceptron [13] . Badel and Dudnai proposed the exponential weighting prediction and distance weighting prediction method respectively, and large amount of numerical experiment and applications showed that these methods were better than local zero-order and mean prediction method in prediction performance and antinoise property [14] . Mukherjee proved the support vector machine was better to predict the time series than traditional methods, but he only discussed one chaotic time series and some kernel functions [15] . Fraser gave recursive algorithm calculated by mutual information, which considered the nonlinear characteristic of time series but occupied large calculated amount [16] . Lin Jiayu put forward complex autocorrelation method without nonlinear characteristic of time series [17] . The C-C method, proposed by Kim, was used to estimate the embedded dimensions and delay time, which efficiently decreased the calculated amount and kept the nonlinear characteristic at the same time. Though there are no strong foundation, it shows unique features in real work [18] . In view of the situation that current chaotic time series prediction model shows bad prediction accuracy, this paper optimizes the prediction model based on genetic model, and improves the initial population, objective function, genetic operator and searching ability of genetic algorithm to improve the accuracy of chaotic time series prediction.
The Model Construction of Chaotic Time Series Prediction
In the study of chaotic time series, either the inner calculation of chaotic system or the construction and prediction of chaotic model is based on phase space, therefore, the phase space reconstruction is of great importance in analysis of chaotic time series.
Suppose M is d dimension space, φ: M → M, φ is a smooth diffeomorphism; y: M → R, y has the two-order continuous derivatives;
For the scalar time series 
It will recover the kinetic properties of chaotic system itself from the aspect of invariant topology. This paper consider the observed chaotic time series
, and the kinetic equation of chaotic system current time series is, 
In a similar way,
From (1), the relationship between the reconstructed vector t X ′ and
Here, f ′ and f is diffeomorphism. When constructing chaotic time series prediction model, it is required to determine the embedded dimension m and time delay τ. However, the time series observed in real life is limited with noise. Therefore this paper optimized these two key parameters synchronously.
The Synchronization Parameters Optimization Based on Improved Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm possesses a fitness function as a special driving force to guide the algorithm operation with strong global searching ability. It does not require the derivable and differentiable property of objective function. Therefore, this paper takes genetic algorithm to optimize synchronously the prediction model parameters, and firstly improves the genetic algorithm to increase the accuracy.
Population Initialization Based on Random Direction Method
In order to avoid the omission of some information in searching space, this paper takes the random direction method to construct the initial population.
For chromosome suppose the initial population size is P, then this problem is seen as how to select P individuals randomly.
The population initialization based on random direction has following steps. X one by one, if the fitness value of Χ is better than that of Χ 0 , then k = k +1, and if k P < , then ( ) X k X = , otherwise k P = , procedure ends. X , if the fitness value of X is better than that of 0 X then k = k +1, and if k P < , then ( ) X k X = , otherwise k P = , procedure ends.
(5) In step (3) and (4), if the corresponding fitness value of X is worse than that of 0 X , then go back to step (2). 
; otherwise, k P = and procedure ends. (9) If both the corresponding fitness value of R in step (7) and (8) is worse than that of 0 R , then go back to step (6) . (10) Comparing the fitness value of ( 1)
X k − and ( ) X k , if the fitness of ( ) X k is better than that of ( 1)
, and then go back to step (6) . (11) If the fitness of ( ) X k is worse than that of ( 1) X k − , then 0 ( 2) X X k = − , and go back to step (2) .
By these steps, we select several better individuals to form the initial population to speed up the convergence.
Objective Function Optimized By Punishment Function
In standard genetic algorithm, general punishment functions have a common shortcoming that the optimal solution of ( ) G X is not always the one of f(X). Therefore, according to the degree of individual violating the constraint conditions, this paper optimizes it and constrains the objective function.
The average infeasible degree M of population is a measure for the violation degree of constraints,
Here, S is the set of population, P is population size. On the basis of average infeasiblity, the infeasible threshold is introduced,
Here, T changes with the evolutionary times. At the beginning of evolution, the search scope is expanded, so that T can be valued largely, and in order to ensure the feasibility of solution at the late period of evolution, the value of T should decrease with evolutionary time.
Due to the property of T, we refer it as annealing factor, and define it as,
Here, D is the maximum iteration time the algorithm sets; d is current iteration number.
Because punishment is introduced for dealing with inequality constraints, the improved punishment function method of this paper forms new objective function G(X) which is also a punishment function. This punishment function has the mapping relationship with original objective function f(X) as follows.
For solving the global maximum solution of objective function, the mapping relationship is,
f ( X ),E( X ) A G( X ) f ( X ) E( X ),E( X ) A
For the global minimum solution problem, the mapping relationship is,
where f(X) is the original objective function, ( ) E X is the degree of individual violation of constraints.
The Optimization of Genetic Operator
To solve the problem of premature convergence of standard genetic algorithm in the reproduction of offspring of the genetic operator, this paper optimizes the crossover operator, mutation operator and duplication operator of genetic operator.
This paper proposed the improved the crossover probability and mutation probability, 
, r is a small positive number.
But the p c calculated from equations above focuses on p c1 , p c2 and p c3 , p m focuses on p m1 , p m2 and p m3 . Its reason is due to the small exponent of the exponential function in the denominator. Therefore, this paper gave the adjusted mutation probability and crossover probability, as follows. 
For those individuals of poor fitness value, the duplication operator of standard genetic algorithm easily falls into death after operation. This paper combines the probability survival method and optimal retention strategy, so as to improve the variety of population and ensure the convergence of algorithm.
There are several main steps for probability survival method in solving the globally maximum optimization problem of objective function.
Firstly, the mean fitness value F of population is calculated, together with the fitness value F(X) of individual
Then, this individual is reserved, otherwise,
Randomly generate a number r between 0 and 1, If g(X) ≥ r, then this individual is reserved, otherwise, it is eliminated. Similarly, the main steps for solving the globally minimum optimization problem are:
Firstly, the mean fitness value F is calculated, together with the fitness value F(X) of individual X. If,
Then this individual is reserved, otherwise, do the equation (17).
Local Optimization Based on Complex Method
In order to improve the accuracy of improved genetic algorithm in chaotic time series prediction, this paper optimizes the local optimization problem of original algorithm, and firstly adjusts the fitness function.
( )
where f is original fitness, if the problem itself is a minimization problem, then f is the objective function, but if the problem itself is a maximization problem, then the problem should be switched to minimization problem; f avg is the mean value of fitness of current population; making difference between the f value of each individual and f avg , and g represents the individual number of difference out of ( 10, 10) − ; c is the order of magnitude of the absolute maximum value of the difference between f and f avg .
Then, the complex method is used for the local optimization problem.
(1) To set the fitness value from (19) as the objective function.
(2) In each evolutionary step of genetic algorithm, the complex method as a basic operator of genetic algorithm, improves the property of current population. Therefore, in this algorithm, complex method sets each individual as the peak of recombination.
(3) To calculate the objective function of each peak and centroid X of the complex, find the best point g X and test
whether it meet the convergence criterion.
where,
Here, P is population size, ε and δ is a preset small positive number, adjustable according to the value of objective function and the requirements of problem. If it meets the termination rule, then iteration ends, otherwise, go into step (4) . (4 
Until it meets the constraint conditions, and turn step (6). otherwise, do the constriction operation and turn the second operation of step (5).
The Optimization of Synchronization Parameters of Prediction Model Based on Improved Algorithm
Firstly, the initial population generated by improved genetic algorithm is set as the parameters of prediction model, specifically, γ, σ, τ and m, with which the prediction model is constructed to get the error; then the fitness value is calculated, through duplication, crossover, mutation etc. operations to generate population of next generation, and repeat this procedure until the fitness meets the termination rule of improved genetic algorithm; finally, the optimized parameters are used for model prediction.
(1) To set the iteration number t = 0, initialize the population R gen generated by random direction method with size pop N .
(2) To reconstruct the chaotic time series according to τ and m, learn and establish model with γ and σ, predict and record the accuracy, and calculate the fitness value of each individual.
(3) If the fitness value of the optimal individual meets the requirement or reaches the preset iteration number, then turn step (6) .
(4)
To generate new population with improved duplication, crossover and mutation operators, and turn step (2).
(6) To get current optimal γ, σ, τ and m.
(7) To reconstruct the chaotic time series with optimal τ and m, train and predict with optimal γ and σ, and finally get the optimal prediction results.
Simulation Experiment
To verify the effectiveness of this improved algorithm, this paper conducted the simulation experiment. Firstly, the classical OliverTSP problem is used to test the efficiency of genetic algorithm. In this paper, population size is 40, crossover probability, mutation probability. The comparison result of standard genetic algorithm and improved genetic algorithm is shown in table1. From the simulation results, it is seen that the proposed algorithm has higher accuracy in synchronous parameters optimization of chaotic time series prediction model.
Conclusion
Chaotic time series prediction is a very important and challenging work in chaotic analysis. This paper puts forward a synchronous optimization strategy of chaotic time series prediction model based on improved genetic algorithm. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has higher accuracy and efficiency in synchronous parameters optimization of chaotic time series prediction model.
